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Abstract
A common path interferometer has been made with a ball lens packaged in a metal cylinder, dielectric mirror,
and lucent type connector (LC) fiber patch cord. By simply placing metal cylinder packaged mirror and a ball lens
directly in front of a fiber patch cord, a compact and potentially disposable sensing probe for optical bio-sensor could
be implemented. To achieve a sufficiently long working distance, the proper ball lens diameter and the distance
between the ball lens and the fiber patch cord were investigated. A working distance of up to 1.6 mm was achieved.
With common path sensing probe, measurements of the index matching oil and glucose solutions were implemented
and used to demonstrate the fesibility as the liquid sensing probe.
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Introduction
The refractive index (RI) is one of the important properties of a
substance such as biological tissues, thin film, and liquids [1-3]. In biosensing there is a need to measure small RI changes in small volumes
of liquid. Traditional bulk refractometers are then not appropriate
because of their size and weight. Fiber optic sensor is widely used for
compactness, cost-effectiveness, flexibility, and multiplexing capability
[4,5]. Espcially, at measurement of RI, the interferometric techniques
use the interference between a sample beam and reference beam. The
interferometric techniques obtain refractive index by measuring the
change in the optical path difference (OPD) induced by the sample.
But, optical fiber length mismatch between sample and reference beams
might lead to a dispersion mismatch in fibers that can reduce sensitivity,
if not corrected numerically [6]. Besides, the signal polarization states
in the fibers need to be controlled to avoid polarization mismatch
which can also reduce sensitivity [7]. In order to solve these problems,
common path interferometer have been studied that the reference signal
is generated at same path of the sample are fiber. Common path probe
cleaved at 0 degrees for front viewing [8], and angled polished for side
viewing [9] have been used as lensless common path probe. However,
fiber type interferometer generally have short cavity length and is easily
broken with small deformation. Their packaging for practical usages is
not simple also. Furthermore, these reflective methods using fiber optic
cannot be used for the liguid whose RI exceeds the fiber core index [5].
In this paper, we report the implementation of the sensing probe that
can satisfy long working distance, massroduction, and reproducibility
to be a sensing probe for measurement of refractive index. In order to
satisfy these conditions, a dielectric mirror and a ball lens are simply
placed in front of a conventional lucent connector (LC) type fiber
patch cord with a specially designed package. Here, the design and
the fabrication process of the proposed sensing probe are presented
in detail. Further, with the proposed sensing probe, a new scheme
of common path interferometer is implemented. By presenting RI
measurement of the liquids, index matching oil, and glucose solution,
we confirm the operation of the proposed common path sensing probe.

Fabrication of Ball Lens Based Common Path
Interferometer
Figure 1 shows the scheme and pictures of the proposed common
path interferometer based on lensed patch cord. Lensed patch cord
consists of ball lens and LC type fiber patch cord. We fabricated a ball
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lens which was designed for efficient coupling of LC type connector.
Ball lens was anti-reflection coated in order to remove the reflection at
surfaces of ball lens and was packaged in a metal cylinder in order to
block contamination and connect easily with fiber ferrule. Lensed patch
cord is simply implemented by inserting the ferrule of a conventional
fiber patch cord (LC type) into the hole of a metal packaged ball
lens. Due to its simple geometry, no alinment problem is expected.
Above all, the metal cylinder packaged ball lens is easily detachable
and replaceable so that it allows to be disposable. Adjusting the gap
between the fiber patch cord and the ball lens, with a 1.5 mm ball lens,
diameter gave a proper working distance of a lensed patch cord probe.
After that, lensed patch cord was connected with dielectric mirror
which was fabricated with transparent material to observe condition of
liquid. Figure 1c is ball lens based common path probe which consists
of ball lens, dielectric mirror and LC type fiber patch cord. The working
distance of lensed patch cord was measured by monitoring the optical
power variation of the beam reflected back from a mirror place in front
of the probe, which was moved in step of 2 μm. 1500 measurements
were taken by using an optical power meter, an optical circulator, and
DFB LD with 1310 nm center wavelength. As shown in Figure 2a, the
working distance of the probe with the gap length of 1.4 mm between
fiber end face and ball lens was measured as long as 1.6 mm. As shown
in Figure 2b, the spot size at the focal plane of the probe was measured
with the displacement of a sharp edge [10]. The transverse resolution
of the probe was measured as 4 μm. shown in Figure 2b. Further, the
reflection property of the dielectric mirror was shown in Figure 3.
As shown in Figure 1a, the interference is formed between the beam
reflected at the end face of fiber patch cord ER(z) and the beam reflected
at the mirror Es(z+∆z), where ∆z is the optical path length difference
(OPD) between the end face of the fiber patch cord and mirror. The
interference in the spectral domain can be written as [11].
2

I ( k=
) E R ( k ) + ES ( k ) exp ( ik∆z )= E R + ES +  E*R ES exp ( ik∆z ) + c.c  (1)
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Where, L2 is the distance between the fiber end face and dielectric
mirror, L1 is the distance between the end face of fiber and end face of
ball lens (L1 = 1.4 mm), D is the diameter of ball lens (D = 1.5 mm), nB
is the RI of the ball lens (nB = 1.497 at 1310 nm wavelength), and ng
is the group RI of the liquid under test. Because the liquid was filling
in between end face of ball lens (right side of ball lens) and dielectric
mirror, optical path length difference of the liquid was change in the
area

Experiment and Results
(b)

(c)

Figure 1: (a) Scheme of an implemented sensing probe based on fiber patch
cord, ball lens, and dielectric mirror. (b) Picture of LC type patch cord, ball lens
and packaged mirror. (c) Picture of ball lens based common path probe.
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Figure 2: (a) Measurements for the working distance. (b) Transverse resolution
of the lensed patch cord with a 1.5 mm diameter ball lens.
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Figure 3: Reflectance characteristic of the fabricated dielectric mirror. At the
1310 nm wavelength, mirror was highly reflective.

The schematic of the refractive index measurement system and
sensor head is shown in Figure 4a. Sensor head is composed of fiber
optic cavity formed by a lensed patch cord made from a ball lens and
dielectric mirror. The dielectric mirror were packaged by metal tube
with a hole to allow the liquid sample freely move in-and-out of the
cavity. Packaged dielectric mirror inserted in lensed patch cord probe
with proper distance in other to make proper interference.
The lights, reflected from the dielectric mirror and the patch
cord end face, interfered with each other, and the interference signal
was detected by an optical spectrum analyzer (ANDO : AQ6317B),
a circulator, a linear stage, and an SLD source with 1310 nm center
wavelength shown in Figure 4a. After aligning the lensed patch cord
and the dielectric mirror with each other, interference spectra were
measured four mirror distances, 1000 μm, 1500 μm, 2000 μm, and
2500 μm shown in Figure 5. Except spectrum at 2500 μm mirror
distance, the contrast of the interference could be used for index
measurement. Considering optical power and interference contrast,
we fabricated common path probe with about 1.4 ~ 1.6 mm of distance
between ball lens and dielectric mirror. In this experiment, the distance
between dielectric mirror and ball lens was about 1500 μm and Figure
4b illustrated the interference spectrum in the distance 1500 μm. An
SLD source with a center wavelength 1310 nm and 3 dB bandwidth
of 50 nm was used for measuring RI of liquid. The resolution of
optical spectrum analyzer was 0.05 nm. After simply inserting liquid
in the cavity, the spectrum of liquid was obtained. After making the
measurement with each specimen, the probe was rinsed with water,
acetone and alcohol, and dried with air blow for other measurements.
The spectrum measured in the wavelength domain was converted into
the wavenumber domain with interpolation, and then inverse fast
Fourier-transform (IFFT) was applied on the windowed interference
signal [12]. Figure 6 shows the Fourier peaks of the air, water, and

If I is measured as a function of k, by applying inverse Fourier
transform (IFFT) with respect to k, we obtain

I(z)=Γ (ER ER ) (z)+Γ (ESES ) (z)+Γ (E* E ) (z+∆z)+Γ (E
R

S

*
R ES )

(z-∆z)

(2)

Where the first two terms are the autocorrelations of the field
and related to the Fourier transform of the source spectrum. The last
two terms are cross correlations and give two symmetric peaks in
the Fourier domain. The measurement of RI involves two steps. The
refraction spectrum was measured without liquid, and then second,
the refraction spectrum was measured with liquid. Since the Fourier
cross-correlation peaks of the two measurements were located ∆zwithout
= 2(L2-L1-DnB) and, ∆zwith = 2(L2-L1-DnB)ng respectively. RI is obtained
by taking the ratio between them. We note that, obtained RI in this
scheme is the group refractive index.
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Figure 4: (a) Schematic of a refractive index measurement system based on
common path interferometer. L1: Distance between end face of fiber and end
face of ball lens; D: Ball lens diameter; L2: Distance between end face of ball
lens and dielectric mirror. (b) The interference spectrum of a fabricated sensor,
measured with an air cavity.
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Figure 5: Interference spectrum of the common path interferometer for
measuring refractive index measured at mirror distance, 1000, 1500, 2000 and
2500 µm.

ethanol. The peak locations are arrowed and specified. The RIs of
liquids were calculated on roundtrip OPD (liquid samples) except the
distance between fiber end face and ball lens end face (left side of ball
lens) divided round trip OPD (Air) except the distance between the
end face of fiber patch cord and end face of ball lens. The RIs (group
indices) of water, and ethanol at 1310 nm (25°C) were obtained as
1.341757, and 1.360071, respectively (Table 1).
Most RI measurement system was measured to refractive phase
index. Therefore, in order to compare our measurements and reference
phase index, we have used the relationship of

nλ =n g (λ)+λ

measurement of RIs also verifies the performance of the system as well
as demonstrates the linearity.

Conclusion and Discussion

0.8

Wavelength [nm]
1.0

1500 µm

1.0

dn
				
dλ

(4)

In summary, we have proposed and presensted the fabrication of
a lensed patch cord suitable for a common path interferometer index
sensor system. By placing a ball lens in front of a conventional LC type
fiber patch cord and dielectric mirror, we could fabricate a common
path probe suitable for the liquid index sensor and bio-sensor system.
In addition, by using an anti-reflection coated ball lens, we could
remove multi reflection peak and use only the beam reflected from the
end face of the LC type patchcord. Adjusting the gap between the fiber
patch cord and the ball lens, with a 1.5 mm ball lens, gave a working
distnace as long as 1.6 mm. The dielectric mirror were packaged by
metal tube with a hole to allow the liquid sample freely move in-and-out
of the cavity. The wavelength range of dielectric mirror with refraction
coating was about 1100 nm ~ 1500 nm. Packaged dielectric mirror
inserted in lensed patch cord with proper distance in other to make
proper interference. With the proposed common path index sensor
probe, we have measured the RIs of 10 labeled index matching oils
and glucose solutions having a different concentration. The successful
measurement of RIs verifies the performance of the system as well as
demonstrates the linearity, which is a desirable property of a good
index sensor and bio-sensor based on ball lens and fiber patch cord.
Since the ball lens and dielectric mirror could be installed in the form
of a cylindrical metal packaging and the sensor probe is completed by
simply inserting the conventional LC type ferrule to cylindrical metal
packaging, we can expect a disposable probe suitable liquid index
sensor and biomedical sensor. Further, the proposed index sensor
could excess measurement limitation of fiber optic sensor.
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To demonstrate the performance of bio-sensor and linearity, we
have measured the RIs of 10 labeled index matching oils (Cargille,
Refractive index liquids) and glucose solutions having a different
concentration. The RIs of index matching oil were from 1.400 to 1.472
(at 589 nm) with an index step of 8 × 10-3. Figure 7 shows the measured
RIs for the 10 samples plotted with respect to the labelled RIs. The
successful measurement of RIs verifies the performance of the system
as well as demonstrates the linearity, which is a desirable property of
a good index sensor based on ball lens and fiber patch cord. By using
index sensor based on ball lens, we could measure RI of liquid whose
RI exceeds the fiber core index. We also have measured 9 glucose
solutions having a different concentration, which ranged from 30 mg/
dL to 10000 mg/dL. Figure 8 shows the measured RIs for the 9 samples
plotted with respect to the glucose concentration. The successful
J Biosens Bioelectron
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The derivative (dn/dλ) of the phase index is obtained from [13]
the phase indices calculated from the measured refractive group
indices and was compared to reference phase indices shown in Table
1. However, measured phase index had difference of the fourth
decimal place compared to reference phase index. It might be caused
by distance measurement error between end face of fiber patch cord
and ball lens, contamination and temperature. The measurement error
of the refractive index measurement system was about 7.1 × 10-5 from
repeated measurement.
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Figure 6: The Fourier peaks of air (black), water (blue), and ethanol (red). The
peak locations are arrowed.

Liquid

Phase index from refractive group
index
ng

dn/dλ*(μm-1)

n

n*

Water

1.34279

-0.015

1.32211

1.3224

-0.00542

1.35297

1.3532

Ethanol 1.36463

Reference phase index at
1310 nm

* Obtained from [12,13].
Table 1: Comparison of refractive indices.
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